Reuse of existing software for new purposes is a key aspect of efficient software engineering. But finding opportunities for reuse can be difficult when building a large software system with pieces of a large previous system. Our approach is to match formal written "requirements" used to define the new software against requirements used to define the old software; requirement pairs with words in common suggest software-reuse opportunities. We explored two matching methodologies that use information-retrieval techniques.
http://faculty.nps.edu/ncrowe/oldstudents/reqsmatch.htm
We also developed a more automated tool AMT to further reduce the effort in finding good matches. Its goal was to handle any requirements document, ignoring differences due to grammar, tense, punctuation, and capitalization, and rank matches by quality. We wrote it in Java to support platform independence and permit web-based enhancements.
Methods
In preprocessing, we removed all non-requirements text within each document (including the table of contents, introduction, glossaries, and appendices), and formalized the requirement labeling (AMPS used codes like 3.2.4.1.2 and JMPS used strings like JMPS-001-00000). Our software AMT then indexed the words of the requirements, ignoring unhelpful words (like "it", "thing", and "since") defined by a list of 613 stop words obtained from a similar list in the MARIE-2 caption-retrieval system (Rowe, 1999) plus 149 additional common domain words (like "JMPS", "require", and "system"). Single characters and single-digit numbers we also ignored. AMT mapped all capitalized words to lower case except for words in upper case since those can have a different meaning in lower case.
AMT then destemmed the words by truncating their suffixes, using our own algorithm related to the algorithm of Porter (1980) but improved with a variety of new rules, a dictionary of 22,000 words, and 1,200 special irregular forms. So for instance our destemmer recognizes "write" and "written", "hold" and "held", "run" and "runnings", "transfer" and "transference", and "analogy" and "analogous" as having the same root form, but not "politics" and "politic" because both are dictionary entries. Destemming reduces the number of distinct words in the requirements (to 3.5% of the original number of words in the text, after also the removal of stop words) and improves matching reliability. AMT then hashed, for each remaining word, the code number of each requirement mentioning it.
To measure the similarity between two requirements, AMT uses the classic cosine formula (Salton and Buckley, 1988) . However, interpretation of the weights as word frequencies in the document would unfairly reward words occurring uniformly through all the requirements. So AMT normalizes the word count in a requirement by its count in all requirements. (Normalization with respect to the number of words is automatic in the cosine formula.) Note this normalization is by the raw count in all requirements, not its logarithm as with the popular "TF.IDF" term frequency and inverse document frequency formula, as the rate of occurrence in all requirements is very significant in our application. Our formula for the similarity of two requirements ja and jb, where N is the number of distinct words and p(d,j,i) is the fraction of the number of the occurrences of word i in requirements document d that occur within requirement j, is thus: http://faculty.nps.edu/ncrowe/oldstudents/reqsmatch.htm organized. Multiplying requirement-to-requirement similarities by the summation of the similarities for their immediately enclosing sections of the documents (there were 174 distinct such sections) hurt performance 8% at 50% recall but improved it 23% at 5% recall. So its effect was mixed.
Conclusions
Reuse of software modules for new purposes is important in software engineering. Reuse is greatly facilitated if written software requirements can be searched instead of code. We have explored two semi-automated ways to support examining sets of requirements to find potential matches. While this is a difficult matching problem involving short documents, our case study on requirements for two complex real systems showed a large reduction in the time required by a software engineer to locate matching requirements over uninformed manual search, although some human judgement was still necessary. Future work will need to explore synonym data, ontologies, and document organization as further clues.
